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CANAUX PORTEUSE IMAGE PORTEUSE SON CANAL CENTRAL VHF Norme L' (Bandes I et III) DVB-T (TNT) 2 55,75 49,25 Inutilisé en France 3 60,50 54,00 4 63,75 57,25 5 176,00 182,50 6 184,00 190,50 7 192,00 198,50 8 200,00 206,50 9 208,00 214,50 10 216,00 222,50 UHF Norme L (bandes
IV et V) DVB-T (TNT) 21 471,25 477,75 474,00 22 479,25 485,75 482,00 23 487,25 493,75 490,00 24 495,25 501,75 498,00 25 503,25 509,75 506,00 26 511,25 517,75 514,00 27 519,25 525,75 522,00 28 527,25 533,75 530,00 29 535,25 541,75 538,00 30 543,25 549,75 546,00 31 551,25 557,75
554,00 32 559,25 565,75 562,00 33 567,25 573,75 570,00 34 575,25 581,75 578,00 35 583,25 589,75 586,00 36 591,25 597,75 594,00 37 599,25 605,75 602,00 38 607,25 613,75 610,00 39 615,25 621,75 618,00 CANAUX PORTEUSE IMAGE PORTEUSE SON CANAL CENTRAL UHF Norme L
(bandes IV et V) DVB-T (TNT) 40 623,25 629,75 626,00 41 631,25 637,75 634,00 42 639,25 645,75 642,00 43 647,25 653,75 650,00 44 655,25 661,75 658,00 45 663,25 669,75 666,00 46 671,25 677,75 674,00 47 679,25 685,75 682,00 48 687,25 693,75 690,00 49 695,25 701,75 698,00 50 703,25
709,75 706,00 51 711,25 717,75 714,00 52 719,25 725,75 722,00 53 727,25 733,75 730,00 54 735,25 741,75 738,00 55 743,25 749,75 746,00 56 751,25 757,75 754,00 57 759,25 765,75 762,00 58 767,25 773,75 770,00 59 775,25 781,75 778,00 60 783,25 789,75 786,00 61 791,25 797,75 794,00 62
799,25 805,75 802,00 63 807,25 813,75 810,00 64 815,25 821,75 818,00 65 823,25 829,75 826,00 66 831,25 837,75 834,00 67 839,25 845,75 842,00 68 847,25 853,75 850,00 69 855,25 861,75 858,00 Les canaux 50 à 69 ne sont plus utilisés en France pour la télévision , this frequency band is now
assigned to mobile radio communications. Broadcasters may have to change the frequency of transmitters more or less to avoid interference. For analogue broadcasting variations were usually set at - or - 32/12 degrees from a scanning frequency of 15,625 Hz, or minus 40 kHz. For digital broadcasting
shifts can take one of four variations: - 0.166 MHz / 0.166 MHz / 0.332 MHz / 0.498 MHz. RETOUR Reception of analog and digital terrestrial television broadcasts. Analog Terrestrial Television: Television channels used for analogue television are: France Televikon 2 21 471.25 MHz France Televisone 3
24 495.25 MHz T. F. 1 27 519.25 MHz Arte - 5 34 575.25 MHz MHz - 6 60 783.25 MHz Channel - 10,216.00 MHz These frequencies must be removed, to leave only digital television in 2010 in accordance with what was planned by our legislators, which will effectively impose a gradual commitment to
change its receiving equipment. Practically and technically, we can expect that the analogue will be preserved for another 10 years... if the lobby exert significant pressure on high-definition paid programs (very spectrum hungry) Digital Terrestrial Terrestrial (TNT) Networks: Fourteen free channels are
available provided they have an adapted digital adapter/demodulator or TV with a specific integrated demodulator of France (derived from DVB-T emissions and multiplexing standard, digital video broadcasting - terrestrial). The basic demo duet should not be used to produce high-definition television, as it
is usually only designed to compress MPEG-2 video (used on current DVDs)... The multiplexing system is designed to protect the interests of broadcasters (see the shortcomings below) characteristic of France... this increases costs and the inability to use equipment from other European countries without
reprogramming. This choice is a serious problem in the border areas. 16/9th high-definition television, on the other hand, should be available only later and only in paid encrypted channels, because it uses compression coding in MPEG-4 format (so the need for a certain TV company). We are talking
about permits and decisions in the exclusive hands of the European Commission on the recommendation of the ACB, but above all the MPEG-4 standard is not in the current state integrated into the DVB-T broadcasting system. In addition, MPEG-4 will prevent the possibility of regional dropout (FR3...)
Proposed channels, primarily those in the clear data given in the following table published in the official newspaper, namely TF1, FR2, FR3, FR4 (shows and reports), FR5, M6, Arte, W9 (M6 Music), Public Senate - National Assembly LCP, TMC, NT1, Direct 8, NRJ12, Canal (for free programs): Encrypted
channels eligible for MPEG-4 (a certain day or year not yet known due to technical and financial problems ), may be: Channel - Paris 1 (M6) - Match TV (Lagarder) - I TV (Channel) LCI (TF1) - Planet - Cinema Premier - TPS Star - Eurosport (TF1) - Sport -- Sport -- Sport (Channel) - Channel J (Lagarder) -
AB1 (Berda Group) - Comedy and Kitchen TV (Path) Six frequency channels (R1) : R2: 22 (479.25 MHz) - R4: 23 (487.25 MHz) : 25 (503.25 MHz) R6: 2 6 (511.25 MHz) - R5: 28 (527.25 MHz) - R1: 30 (543.25 MHz) Each channel can, by multiplexing, get six TV channels, some in plain and some
encrypted. Free channels: - R1: France 2 - France 3 - France 4 - France 5 - Arte - LCP. - R2: Direct8 - TMC - Gulli - Europe2 TV - i.T'le - BFM TV. - R3: Channel. - R4: M6 - W9 - NT1. - R5: . - R6: TF1 - NRJ12. The advantages of digital television: They are exclusively two orders for the viewer - the
release of the electronic frequency range over the air, a single digital frequency channel that can broadcast multiple programs instead of one; - Better and soon a sound close to the program recorded on DVD video. - Warning: image quality, reception stability and ease of switching from one channel to
another or from one beam to another, without dropping the video signal, depend not only on the quality of the demodulator (hardware), but also on the software (software) loaded into the device to process the broadcasting system DVB-T and the compression system MPEG-2. All current (or almost all)
demodulators are equipped with a DB9- RS-232 series outlet on the back, so you can update the built-in software by connecting them to a computer with a suitable series cable (and already have a number of updates on the web and there will be more...). The price depends on the hardware, but also
largely software that can be very poor (no proper chain search system, no options and memorization settings, no screen goals...), and without possible updates. To think that later will be asked to watch, for example, a film in a duplicated version in French or in the original version with subtitles in French,
the adapter adapter should allow it through the interactive menu displayed on the screen. Similarly, the sound can be broadcast in Digital 5.1 only provided that it has adequate outputs on the digital signal processing device in the waiting room ... Cons of the digital system: The four main drawbacks can be
identified now - the obligation to install an adapter and juggle two remotes, or even change your TV plus its VCR or DVD VCR (this moment can be considered an advantage for trade and the national consumer index...) - the obligation to be in the perfect wireless reception area, in fact this system has the
type of all or nothing (get it). Areas of radio darkness that allow for medium but acceptable admission programs will no longer have anything, so admission with an internal antenna (especially in student homes) will usually no longer be possible despite advertising bordering on acceptable. Sensitivity to
parasites. If the parasites are now, too often given to DIY engines of two wheels, have the effect of causing only unpleasant traces on the image of the receiver and sound disturbances in NICAM, in digital television, there may be a complete loss of image and sound ... A national campaign against electric
radio tunneling (petrol engines, device engines, radio transmitters) may be required, as in the early sixties... - a real difficulty in registering certain emissions for example, viewing them offline. Really it is impossible to watch a digital channel while recording another if you do not have a set-top box with a
double tuton (tuner) and double take peritel, on the other hand, and above all, the key system will be integrated into some digital programs to prevent its recording especially on DVD-R or DVD-RW ... If manufacturers encourage this type of technical evolution, it's because there's a certain and financial
interest behind ... the interest to which it is naturally not advertised. This explains the choice of a network system that is specific to France, while remaining in the DVB-T standard. Therefore, you will need to be careful with the characteristics of the equipment to be purchased, and make sure that the catch
trolley / peritel are well equipped with analog power outputs. RETUR RETUR
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